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INT. POLICE STATION - DAY

At the end of a LONG, DIMLY LIT hallway, DETECTIVE CHARLES

RYAN stands in an open doorway.

RYAN

The department’s been under a lot

of pressure to stop him. But if

all goes according to plan, we can

get them both.

UNKNOWN MAN (O.S.)

What do I do?

He LEANS on the table, with a right side profile facing the

doorway. The other man is not seen.

RYAN

Recruit them. You have to be

convincing though, they’re smart

and hard to press. Make sure the

job is worth it.

UNKNOWN MAN (O.S.)

I’ll try my hardest. Can’t make

any promises though...

RYAN

(sternly)

Well get it done. I’ve sacrificed

everything I’ve had for this.

CUT TO:

EXT. BANK - DAY

SUPER: "TWO YEARS AGO"

RAINY. People HUSTLE up and down the busy sidewalk in a

metropolitan city.

Four BANK ROBBERS in matching black trench coats and black

fedora hats MARCH into City Bank, in a single file line.

INT. BANK - DAY

Three of the robbers STAND in separate lines in the busy

bank lobby. Four tellers are open, with three people in

each line. The fourth robber stands back. He holds a bag in

his hand.

(CONTINUED)
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The farthest teller from the door CALLS for the man in the

trench coat in her line. He is obviously distracted.

TELLER

Next please.

(pause)

Sir, I can help you here.

The woman behind him chimes in.

WOMAN

(taps the man on the shoulder)

Excuse me, you can go ahead.

The man JUMPS in surprise.

BANK ROBBER 1

(nervously)

Oh, sorry.

He LOOKS LEFT and steps forward. He sets his briefcase on

the counter and digs through the disorganized mess inside.

The woman behind him rolls her eyes and sighs.

BANK ROBBER 1

(whispering to teller)

Do not scream or you will die. I

have a bomb in here. Fill this bag

up with money, or I blow the place

up.

The bank robber PULLS OUT a burlap sack from inside his

trench coat and SLAMS it on the counter. The bank teller

FREEZES in place, HORRIFIED.

WOMAN

(screaming)

Oh my God he has a bomb!

The bank customers scream loudly.

The fourth robber PULLS out a hand gun from his bag and

SHOOTS it in the air.

BANK ROBBER 4

Everybody get down! Cell phones on

the floor, now!

People begin DROPPING to the floor. A man tries to make a

run for it.

(CONTINUED)
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BANK ROBBER 4 (CONT’D)

Hey!

The robber SHOOTS in the air again. People scream some

more. The runner DIVES to the ground.

BANK ROBBER 4 (CONT’D)

Nobody leaves. Everybody

down. Now!

The frightened man NODS his head.

The second bank robber HANDS his respective teller a bag.

And the third bank robber does as well.

Behind the counter, the tellers nervously hurry to fill up

the three bags. The fourth robber PACES around the floor,

eyes on the hostages.

BANK ROBBER 4 (CONT’D)

Let’s go. Cops could be here any

minute.

The second bank robber HOLDS a gun to the head of his

respective bank teller.

BANK ROBBER 2

Load the money faster!

The tellers set the bags on the counter. The three robbers

grab them and FILE out of the bank led by the fourth into

the busy city streets.

EXT. BANK - CONTINUOUS

The robbers CLIMB into a black SUV parked outside the

bank. The SUV drives away.

Moments later, three police cars, sirens BLARING, arrive at

the scene.

CUT TO BLACK:

Title Card:

"HONOR AMONG THIEVES"

CUT TO:
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INT. BANK - DAY

Detective Ryan, short white male, 50s, STANDS in the middle

of the bank lobby and OBSERVES what is going on around him.

Officers take pictures, put bullet casings in evidence bags,

and interview witnesses.

DETECTIVE GERALD WATSON timidly APPROACHES Detective Ryan.

GERALD

Sir, my name is Gerald Watson, I

was told to talk to you.

Ryan EXTENDS his arm out for a handshake.

RYAN

Detective Ryan, good to meet

you. You’re the transfer from

Milwaukee?

GERALD

Yes sir.

(pauses)

Can you fill me in?

Ryan and Gerald LOOK around the lobby.

RYAN

We’re dealing with a sophisticated

team of bank robbers. Career

robbers.

GERALD

A modern day John Dillinger?

RYAN

You could say so. My suspect is a

man named Doug Baker. Criminals

call the crew leader Houdini.

GERALD

Houdini?

RYAN

Yes. Four robberies the past 8

years, millions of dollars, all

gathered before the police arrive.

Gerald FOLLOWS Ryan as he WALKS around the teller’s counter.

(CONTINUED)
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GERALD

And you think Doug’s the guy who

planned them all?

RYAN

(quickly)

I know he is.

GERALD

Did you talk to him?

RYAN

(offended)

Once. He denied it.

Gerald rolls his eyes "of course he did."

GERALD

Have you spoken with anyone else or

did you just put all your eggs in

one basket?

RYAN

Do you make a habit out of

criticizing your superiors?

GERALD

I don’t think you’re my

superior. Sheriff Kellogg said...

RYAN

I don’t give a shit about what the

Sheriff says. Baker’s my guy, I

know it. I just have to prove it.

Ryan LOOKS at the safes left open with a few bills SCATTERED

on the ground. He SHAKES his head and SIGNALS an officer to

collect the evidence.

GERALD

What make’s you so certain?

RYAN (CONT’D)

A 9 year old boy from the 2nd

robbery said one them looked like

his neighbor.

GERALD

Baker?

RYAN

Right. Unfortunately, Houdini does

a great job of staying out of the

spotlight.
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Detective Ryan STORMS back to the front doors of the bank.

EXT. DOUG’S APARTMENT - DAY

SUPERIMPOSE: "PRESENT DAY"

DOUG BAKER, tall, late 30s, walks down the street to his

apartment building. Baker walks with an confidence and

boastfulness.

BOBBY CONNER, 20s, shorter, stands outside the front door,

cigarette in hand.

BOBBY

Do you have an answer for me, yet?

Baker STOPS dead in his tracks, SURPRISED to see Bobby, but

not phased.

BAKER

We’ll talk in private.

Baker puts the key in his front door.

INT. APARTMENT FOYER - CONTINUOUS

Bobby STEPS inside, the door closing behind him. Baker

WATCHES him, CURIOUSLY. When the door finally closes

BAKER

(annoyed)

I told you I’m not interested.

BOBBY

What about your mom, Doug?

Baker SHOVES Bobby against the wall. With his left arm,

Baker pins Bobby, with his right, he clenches his fist.

BAKER

Leave her out of this.

Bobby APOLOGETICALLY raises his hands

BOBBY

Easy man. All I’m saying is she

needs care, and you can’t afford

it.

Baker TAKES a deep breath to regain his composure. He let’s

Bobby go.

(CONTINUED)
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BAKER

(visibly upset)

I know I can’t. But I already have

a crew, I don’t need you.

BOBBY

But you will have them ready in two

weeks? I have the place picked out,

the perfect time to do it. I just

need some of Houdini’s magic.

Baker BECOMES visibly annoyed.

BAKER

You don’t give up, do ya kid?

BOBBY

I’m resilient.

BAKER

I respect that.

(beat)

Let me see your phone.

Bobby LOOKS confused, RESISTANT.

BAKER (CONT’D)

Do you want my help or not?

Bobby TAKES his phone out of his pocket and hands it to

Baker.

Baker begins to dial his number in the phone.

He hands Bobby his phone back.

BAKER (CONT’D)

Give me a few more days to think.

BOBBY

I need these guys too. I’ve been

attempting to recruit them. Maybe

you could talk to them. That is,

if you decide to do this.

Bobby smiles and HANDS Baker a piece of paper folded

twice. Baker UNFOLDS the paper, READS it and LOOKS at Bobby

curiously.

Baker FOLDS the paper back up and puts it in his pocket.

(CONTINUED)
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BAKER

I’ll call you and let you know for

sure.

Bobby nods his head and begins to leave.

BAKER (CONT’D)

Hey kid.

Bobby stops as he takes a step outside.

BAKER (CONT’D)

Don’t even think about showing up

here again.

Baker shoots Bobby an intimidating look.

Bobby nods slightly and leaves.

Baker takes out his phone and saves the number in his

contacts.

CUT TO:

EXT. OUTDOOR CAFE - DAY

Detective Ryan SITS at a table for two with his back towards

a cafe. Time has caught up with the detective.

The other tables around him are full. He watches the people

SCURRY up and down the busy street while traffic stalls

behind them.

He SIPS his latte as SHERIFF MICHAEL KELLOGG walks to the

other chair and sits down across the table from Ryan.

SHERIFF

Afternoon, Detective.

RYAN

Sheriff. How can I help you?

Ryan sips his latte.

SHERIFF

What are you doing about Arnold

Henry?

RYAN

(annoyed)

I’m still working on it.

(CONTINUED)
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SHERIFF

Not fast enough.

Ryan looks at Sheriff Kellogg with a stern look.

RYAN

I was putting everything I had in

those bank robberies.

SHERIFF

(shouting)

The case has been cold for two

years! You don’t even have a

viable suspect.

Ryan stands and slams his fist on the table

RYAN

(shouting)

Maybe I would...

The other patrons at the cafe LOOK over at the two after the

brief shouts. They APOLOGIZE for the disturbance as Ryan

sits back down.

RYAN (CONT’D)

(speaking softer)

Maybe I would if you didn’t give me

a new case every other week.

SHERIFF

Arnold Henry is a dangerous

gangster. He’s the biggest threat

in this city.

RYAN

(frustrated)

And I’m working on bringing him

down.

SHERIFF

Well work faster, because if you

don’t get him soon then you may

want to consider a different job.

Ryan gives Sheriff Kellogg another stern look.

RYAN

You’re threatening me?

SHERIFF

Yes. You’re the best detective at

the station. Just, please, for all

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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SHERIFF (cont’d)
of our sakes, speed this process

up.

RYAN

I’ll try my hardest.

CUT TO:

EXT. BUSY STREET - DUSK

Bobby walks slowly down a sidewalk, on the phone with

someone whose voice and words are not clear. Passers by walk

by him frequently, they GIVE him dirty looks due to his slow

pace.

BOBBY

(on the phone)

Of course he’s going to do it.

Bobby looks left at a street vendor selling hot dogs. He

bumps shoulders with a passerby and WAVES his hand

apologetically.

BOBBY (CONT’D)

You’re not getting cold feet now

are you?

Bobby stops walking and stands on the corner and waits for

the walk signal to cross the street.

BOBBY (CONT’D)

Yes I trust him! He needs this.

Bobby PUSHES his way through people as he walks across the

street.

BOBBY (CONT’D)

You’re meeting him? When?

Bobby gets on a sidewalk and looks at a homeless man on

stoop begging for money. He continues walking.

BOBBY (CONT’D)

Let me know how it goes. Bye.

Bobby hangs up his phone and speeds up.
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INT. HOSPITAL ROOM - NIGHT

Doug Baker sits down next to a hospital bed in a dimly lit

hospital room, face BURIED in his hands. His mother, DIANE

BAKER, sleeps, an IV in her right arm and an unfinished meal

on a tray at the foot of the bed.

NURSE walks into the room and CHECKS a few vitals on Baker’s

mother.

NURSE

Doug, I’m sorry but visitation

hours are over.

Baker RAISES his head. His eyes are a bit swollen and

red. It’s obvious he’s been crying.

BAKER

How bad is she?

NURSE

Some days are better then

others. Her body responds to the

medication in weird ways.

The nurse walks to the end of the bed and picks up the food

tray.

BAKER

The doctor told me about this new

treatment available.

NURSE

The dioxidine shots?

BAKER

Yeah, those.

NURSE

Studies have shown it to be the

most effective cancer treatment

available now.

Baker leaps up.

BAKER

(hopeful)

How available is it?

NURSE

Not very.

Baker drops his head in DESPAIR.

(CONTINUED)
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NURSE (CONT’D)

Doug, it’s an expensive

treatment. If you want it, you

need to put an order in with a down

payment.

BAKER

Thank you, nurse.

NURSE

She never stops talking about you,

or your brother.

BAKER

I know.

Baker SLOWLY leaves the room. The nurse looks at Diane with

empathy. The nurse sighs and turns to leave.

EXT. HOSPITAL - NIGHT

Baker walks out the front doors of the hospital. MARTIN

REYNOLDS stands off to the left, smoking a cigarette. Baker

STORMS past without noticing Martin.

MARTIN

Dougie! Where’s the fire, man?

Baker stops walking and turns to face Martin

BAKER

(seemingly relieved)

Martin, how’d you know I was here?

Martin walks up to Baker.

MARTIN

You weren’t at home; it was an

educated guess. How is she?

BAKER

Worse. If I don’t get some money,

she’s going to die soon.

MARTIN

Where are you gonna get it from?

Baker SIGNALS him with his arm for Martin to follow him.

They walk together towards the parking lot.

(CONTINUED)
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BAKER

The kid got to me.

MARTIN

Are you kidding me? You’re

seriously going through with

it? You don’t know this kid, he

could be undercover, he could be

setting you up. Doug, we’ve been

in hot water ever since City Bank.

BAKER

Relax, I got it under control.

Doug and Martin stop by a silver Mazda 6. Martin GRABS Doug

shoulder in order to ensure that he has his undivided

attention.

MARTIN

Think about your life, Doug. Your

mom needs a lot of chemo just to

live, and your brother is

broke. If you do this and go to

jail, who’s going help your mom?

BAKER

If I don’t do this, who’s going to

help her?

The two men look at each other. Doug with a very confident

look, Martin with a concerned one.

INT. KING’S OFFICE - DAY

Baker walks from a dark hallway into a dimly lit

room. ARNOLD "KING" HENRY, tall, muscular black male, mid

30s, sits in a Lazy boy.

KING

Why am I graced with the presence

of Houdini?

BAKER

I’m not Houdini. Unlike you, Mr.

Henry.

KING

You will only address me as King.

Baker walks from the hallway entrance closer to King’s

chair.

(CONTINUED)
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BAKER

(smiling)

Point proven. Unlike you, I don’t

embrace pointless nicknames.

King HOLDS his right hand up to SIGNAL Baker to not come any

closer.

KING

Pointless? I run these streets,

Baker. If I were you, I’d be proud

of that reputation.

BAKER

And that’s the difference between

us.

King gives Baker a DIRTY, ANGRY look.

KING

Why are you here?

BAKER

A job offer to join a bank robbing

team.

KING

Are you here for that idiotic kid

who keeps contacting me?

BAKER

(thinks for a moment)

Yes.

KING

(annoyed)

I’ve told him twice already that

I’m not interested. I said if he

tried again I’d kill him.

BAKER

He didn’t tell me about that. It’d

be unfair to kill me without

warning. Anyways, King, think

about it. Robbing a bank for

millions of dollars,

millions. You’re business will

greatly expand. You can buy more

from your providers, and sell

more. Think about it.

The two men STARE each other down. King SIGNALS for someone

to come over.

(CONTINUED)
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MIGUEL VASQUEZ, tall, stocky Cuban man, 40s, walks on the

screen from the right and leans over King as he WHISPERS in

Miguel’s ear.

Miguel stands up straight next to the chair like a guard.

KING

This is Miguel, my business

partner. He will join you on your

job.

BAKER

With all due respect sir, I came

here specifically for you.

KING

You said you have a job offer, and

we accept. I handle the paperwork

and transactions, while Miguel does

the dirty work. So here is my

offer: Accept Miguel’s assistance

or leave my office now and never

come back.

Baker looks from Miguel, then at King then back at Miguel.

BAKER

(reluctantly)

Alright, I accept. I’m still

putting the team together, but

expect a call with details and

instructions within the next week.

MIGUEL

No call, you come here to tell us

both in person.

Baker nods his head in agreement.

BAKER

Thank you for your time, Mr. King

Baker BACKS his way out of the room then turns and continues

down the hallway.

KING

I thought he had his own crew, why

does he want me?

MIGUEL

I don’t know. Do you trust him?

(CONTINUED)
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KING

No, but I’m curious to see what he

wants. Find out more.

EXT. STREET CORNER - DAY

A man in a black leather coat, Chicago White Sox baseball

cap and sunglasses stands on a corner looking out at the

busy intersection. Detective Ryan walks up behind him.

RYAN

What’s the good word?

UNKNOWN MAN

Baker’s confirmed.

RYAN

Good. Keep me posted on the details

of the planning.

UNKNOWN MAN

Yes sir. If we get all the

information we need, can’t you just

arrest him before the actual heist?

RYAN

(dropping his voice)

Conspiracy for robbery and the act

itself are very different

sentences. The longer he’s behind

bars, the better.

UNKNOWN MAN

Right. I’ll keep a low

profile. Don’t worry.

The unknown man walks away from the corner. Ryan turns as

if he wants to yell one final thing to him, but he backs

down, turns back and cross the street.

CUT TO:

INT. RYAN’S OFFICE - DAY

Detective Ryan OPENS the door of his office. His office has

book shelves full of various textbooks.

He puts his coat on his coat rack and walks over to his desk

chair. Mail sits on his desk calendar.

(CONTINUED)
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He looks at a picture on his desk of himself with his

daughter, KELLY RYAN, in her cap and gown. He flips through

his mail and finds one envelope that interests him. He

opens it and pulls out a wedding invitation.

It reads: "You are cordially invited to celebrate the

marriage of Jordan Smith and Kelly Ryan...

Detective Ryan takes out his cell phone and calls his

daughter.

KELLY (VO)

(happily)

Hi, you’ve reached Kelly. I can’t

answer the phone right now. Leave

me a message and I’ll call you

back, thanks.

RYAN

(saddened)

Hi sweetie. I got the invitation

to your

wedding. Congratulations. How

come no one told me about the

engagement? Anyways, if you’re

ever in the city anytime soon, I’d

love to get together, get lunch or

something. Give me a call back. I

love you.

Ryan hangs up his cell phone and slowly sets it on the

invitation.

Someone knocks on the door.

RYAN

Come in.

Detective Watson comes into the office.

RYAN (CONT’D)

what can I do for you?

GERALD

I just finished my report. I was

wondering if you needed me to do

anything else.

RYAN

You married, Watson?

(CONTINUED)
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GERALD

Yes sir.

RYAN

Then I need you to go home. Be

with your family.

Detective Ryan picks up the wedding invitation again and

frowns.

GERALD

Then I’ll see you tomorrow.

EXT. PARK - DAY

Bobby sits on a park bench on the brisk autumn day, reading

a novel. Leaves have fallen and rest on the grass around

the bench.

Miguel walks up and sits on the other side of the

bench. Bobby closes his book and NERVOUSLY turns to look at

him.

MIGUEL

Who do you work for?

BOBBY

What?

Miguel GRABS Bobby’s arm tightly. Bobby CRINGES, slightly,

in pain.

MIGUEL

Who hired you to rob the bank?

BOBBY

Nobody did.

Miguel STARES at Bobby, SKEPTICAL.

BOBBY (CONT’D)

(defensive)

I swear. This is all me,

(pause)

and a friend.

Miguel RAISES an EYEBROW, questioning.

BOBBY

His name’s Frank. We’re desperate

for money.

(CONTINUED)
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MIGUEL

So rob a bank yourself. Steal an

old lady’s purse.

BOBBY

You don’t understand. We can’t go

to jail.

Bobby SHAKES his arm free.

MIGUEL

And that’s why you want Baker with

you?

BOBBY

Right. We can learn from him and

be able to do it for ourselves next

time.

Miguel LEANS IN closer to Bobby.

MIGUEL

What’s that got to do with King?

BOBBY

I figured if the city’s top

criminal was involved, Baker would

be more inclined to help with the

job, since I am just an amateur.

Miguel looks at him curiously. Bobby LEANS back, trying to

separate himself from Miguel as much as possible without

getting up from the bench.

Miguel STANDS up.

MIGUEL

Don’t show your face around King’s

parts anymore.

Bobby NODS. Miguel WALKS AWAY.

Bobby LEANS his head back and closes his eyes.

INT. DOUG’S KITCHEN - DAY

Baker and Martin are in the kitchen. Martin SITS at the

table eating Chinese food while Baker SIFTS through the

refrigerator.

(CONTINUED)
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MARTIN

You really need a woman in your

life, Doug. This place is a mess.

Baker RETURNS to the table. Dishes are piled in the sink,

and clothes are SCATTERED throughout the studio apartment.

BAKER

You’re one to talk. Ever since

Luise left, your place has looked

worse.

MARTIN

(skeptical)

You’re kidding me right? You just

saw it on a bad day. I was late

for a date and was desperate to

find something nice to wear.

BAKER

(laughting)

For lunch with your sister?

Martin shoots Doug a nasty look. All the sudden both men

LAUGH hysterically.

BAKER (CONT’D)

Besides, Martin, I have bigger

things to worry about then

cleaning.

The laughter quickly dies down. Martin looks at Doug,

CONCERNED.

EXT. HOUSE STOOP - DUSK

Bobby walks up four steps to a front door and knocks. FRANK

JENNINGS answers the door.

FRANK

Hey Bobby. How are you?

Frank WALKS out of his door and closes it behind him. He

motions with his arm to sit on the steps.

BOBBY

I’m alright, Frank. King’s

assistant, Miguel, cornered me.

FRANK

He has a right to be

suspicious. You didn’t tell him

anything, did you?

(CONTINUED)
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BOBBY

Only what he needed to hear. And

Baker got back to me. 4th street

warehouse in two days at 8.

FRANK

Sounds good. So what...

Frank STOPS talking as a woman pushing a stroller walks

by. Bobby and Frank smile and wave at her.

FRANK

You wanna beer or something?

BOBBY

Yeah, that’d be nice.

Frank GETS UP and WALKS inside. Bobby PULLS out his cell

phone and BROWSES through it. He then becomes confused and

cautiously TURNS his phone over in his hands.

He SEES a phone bug and TAKES it off his phone.

BOBBY

Son of a bitch.

Frank walks back outside, with 2 beers in his hands.

FRANK

What’s that?

Bobby STANDS up and SHOWS Frank the bug.

BOBBY

Someone bugged my phone.

FRANK

Shit. Dude, destroy it, now.

BOBBY

Destroy it?

FRANK

Yes! Smash it, now.

Bobby THROWS it on the ground and SMASHES it with his foot.

BOBBY

(panicking)

It could’ve been Baker, Miguel,

anyone else from King’s gang. Shit

dude, what if they know?! What if

they...

(CONTINUED)
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FRANK

(calming him down)

Calm down. Bobby, relax.

Bobby runs his hands through his hair, takes a deep breath,

and sits back down.

BOBBY

(still freaking out)

But...

FRANK

Hey, there’s no need to worry.

We’ll get this done, I promise.

CUT TO:

INT. DOUG’S APARTMENT - DUSK

Doug and Martin SIT at a table holding head phones far away

from their ears as a loud screeching sound is heard.

MARTIN

God dammit.

Baker shuts the audio equipment off.

BAKER

Who’s this Frank guy?

MARTIN

I don’t know.

Martin STANDS UP and STRETCHES.

MARTIN (CONT’D)

Tell him anything? What the hell

are these guys up to?

BAKER

Nothing good, that’s for sure.

MARTIN

What if these guys are talking to

the cops? Doug, stop this plan

right now. This is too

risky. Let’s sit down with Al,

Marissa and James and work

something out ourselves.

Baker stands up to meet Martin’s eye line.

(CONTINUED)
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BAKER

I can’t do that, Martin. I’ve

invested too much in this already.

MARTIN

Bull shit.

BAKER

Besides, I have a plan.

Martin stares at him, SKEPTICAL

MARTIN

What’s that?

BAKER

It’s sensitive information.

MARTIN

Dammit Doug. We’ve worked together

for ten years now. I think I have

a right to know your secrets.

BAKER

(with a cocky smile)

You do, but I’m still not going to

tell you. A magician never reveals

his tricks.

Martin becomes visibly IRRITATED.

MARTIN

(sarcastic, angry)

Because you’re a magician, Doug,

fuckin’ Houdini. Besides, I

thought you hated that nickname?

BAKER

I do. But Martin, just because I

won’t tell you, doesn’t mean I

don’t appreciate all you’ve done

for me and my family.

MARTIN

(shouting)

But I’m tired of you playing your

own little game behind our backs.

BAKER

(shouting)

If it wasn’t for those games, we’d

all be in a jail cell right

now! So stop bitching. We’re

free.

(CONTINUED)
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Martin and Baker both PACE around the room, regaining their

composure.

MARTIN

(takes a deep breath)

I’m sorry. I know, you’ve saved

our asses a lot.

BAKER

Me too. But let’s focus on now.

MARTIN

If they’re talking to the cops,

then they’re bound to know about

the warehouse.

BAKER

You’re right.

(thinks for a moment)

What about Al’s? It’s right down

the road.

MARTIN

But how do we get them there

without revealing where we’re

moving to?

Martin SIGHS and then LOOKS over to the floor by the end of

the couch, he sees three burlap sacks from the City Bank

robbery.

Martin LOOKS back at Baker, CATCHES his eye, then back at

the sacks. Baker SMILES.

CUT TO:

EXT. 4TH STREET - NIGHT

SUPER: "7:30 p.m."

The 4th street block where the warehouse sits is

ABANDONED. One street light SHINES on the corner, near the

only door. A black SUV pulls up to the opposite corner.

INT. SUV - CONTINUOUS

Detective Ryan puts the car in PARK and turns the car

off. He brings a walkie talkie to his mouth.

(CONTINUED)
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RYAN

I’m in position.

UNKNOWN MAN (VO)

Roger that.

Ryan SETS the walkie talkie down and PICKS UP his cell

phone, FLIPS it open and looks at recent calls. Kelly has

not returned his call yet.

He FLIPS his phone closed and TOSSES it into the passenger’s

seat.

Someone KNOCKS on the window. Ryan jumps. He TURNS the car

ON and ROLLS the window.

Martin Reynolds STANDS outside, dressed as a patrol officer.

MARTIN

Excuse me sir, may I ask what you

are doing here?

Ryan PULLS out his badge and shows Martin.

RYAN

I’m Detective Charles Ryan, I’m

here on business. Do you mind

showing me your badge, son?

Martin PULLS out his badge and credentials that read

"Officer Jason Wilde."

MARTIN

Here you are, sir.

Ryan STUDIES them carefully, looks at the picture, then

Martin, then back at the picture.

RYAN

Okay, thank you officer.

MARTIN

Have a good night, sir.

EXT. 4TH STREET - CONTINUOUS

Martin WALKS to the back of the car, gets on his white motor

scooter and TAKES OFF, passing Ryan’s SUV and turns left

onto 4 street, passing the warehouse.
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EXT. AL’S - MOMENTS LATER

Martin PARKS his scooter and walks into Al’s house.

INT. WAREHOUSE - MOMENTS LATER

Martin WALKS in the back door of the warehouse. He WEARS

jeans and a leather jacket. He WALKS across the room to

meet Baker by the 4th street door.

MARTIN

Detective Ryan is out there, parked

across the street under the broken

lamp. Couldn’t see any audio

equipment.

BAKER

He could’ve hidden it.

INT. SUV - CONTINUOUS

Ryan takes a drink of his latte. He sets it back in the cup

holder then immediately SITS UP, anxious.

Bobby and Frank walk to the warehouse door, wearing trench

coats, Frank has an odd hump on his back. They open the

door.

INT. WAREHOUSE - CONTINUOUS

Bobby and Frank walk in the door and let it close behind

them. They continue to walk into the room, they do not

NOTICE Baker and Martin standing on either side of the door,

backs against the wall.

FRANK

Where the hell are they?

Baker and Martin THROW the burlap sacks over the heads of

Bobby and Frank.

BOBBY

What the fu..

BAKER

Shut up!
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EXT. 3RD STREET - CONTINUOUS

Baker and Martin DRAG Bobby and Frank out of the warehouse,

onto the street. They hold them in a "chicken wing," both

elbows held behind the back.

Bobby and Frank try to FIGHT them, but are unsuccessful.

Baker and Martin DRAG them down the street towards Al’s

house.

EXT. AL’S - CONTINUOUS

Martin THROWS Frank against the wall.

FRANK

Shit man, take it easy.

He then opens the door, takes off the sack over Frank’s head

and PUSHES him into the house. Baker SHOVES Bobby to

Martin.

Baker walks back to the warehouse.

INT. SUV - CONTINUOUS

RYAN

(smiling)

Yes.

Detective Ryan SEES Miguel and Arnold Henry WALK to the

warehouse. They open the door and walk in. The door closes

behind them.

INT. WAREHOUSE - CONTINUOUS

Baker STANDS towards the 3rd street door.

BAKER

(angry)

We’ve been compromised. We moved.

King and Miguel WALK toward Baker at the back of the

warehouse.

KING

Compromised? What the hell you got

me into, Baker?

(CONTINUED)
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BAKER

I’ll explain everything, I promise,

but we need to move. Now.

Baker MOTIONS with his arm to follow. King and Miguel WALK

FASTER.

INT. AL’S BASEMENT - NIGHT

Baker DESCENDS the stairs into a small, crowded basement

with Arnold and Miguel close behind him.

Bobby and Frank are on their knees in front of an old,

yellow, stained couch.

Martin SITS on the coffee table, he HOLDS Bobby and Frank at

GUNPOINT.

Baker walks up to them, LEANS over and gets in their face.

BAKER

Who the hell do you work for?

Bobby and Frank look at Baker, FRIGHTENED and CONFUSED.

BAKER (CONT’D)

(yelling)

You said you were bringing the blue

prints and you don’t have

any. There’s a cop sitting outside

that warehouse. Was this all a set

up?! Are you two undercover?

FRANK

No!

BOBBY

There was a cop out there?

Baker looks at Martin, concerned. He turns around and looks

at Miguel and Arnold.

BAKER

Come in fellas, take a seat.

Baker refers back to Bobby and Frank.

BAKER (CONT’D)

Marty, search them.

Martin hands his gun to Baker, who POINTS it at Frank as

Bobby gets searched. King and Miguel take a seat on the

couch.

(CONTINUED)
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MARTIN

Clean.

Martin then SEARCHES Frank.

MARTIN

Clean.

King stands up and POINTS at both Baker and Martin.

KING

How do we know you two aren’t

setting the rest of us up?

FRANK

Yeah!

KING

Shut up kid. Mig, search ’em.

Arnold MOTIONS for Miguel to stand. Miguel WALKS over to

Martin and begins a PAT DOWN.

MARTIN

This is ridiculous, you guys could

have brought the cops just as well.

BAKER

Quiet, Martin.

(to King)

I thought you weren’t coming?

KING

I was curious. I wanted to come

and see for myself.

King and Baker stare at each other, both visibly irritated

with the other. Miguel begins to PAT DOWN Baker

BOBBY

Yo, Doug. Whose place is this?

BAKER

Don’t worry about it, Bobby. We’re

safe, that’s all that matters.

Miguel RETURNS to his seat on the couch next to Arnold and

Martin. Baker sits on the floor in front of the couch, to

Martin’s left side.
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INT. SUV - NIGHT

Detective Ryan sits in his car, eyes FIXED on the

warehouse. He sips his latte. He rolls down his window

and tosses the empty cup out the car.

INT. AL’S BASEMENT - NIGHT

Frank’s coat is DRAPED over the coffee table with a small,

open back pack on top of it.

Bobby and Frank STAND on the other side of the coffee table,

they face the other men. Frank HOLDS an iPad, showing the

men on the couch what’s on the screen.

FRANK

This is Mason Bank, on Lincoln and

27th.

Frank SLIDES his hand across the screen to bring up a new

picture.

FRANK (CONT’D)

Here’s the lobby.

CUT TO:

INT. MASON BANK - 3D DIAGRAM

The bank lobby is "frozen in time" as Frank EXPLAINS the

lobby layout. The teller booths are all open as lines are

roughly 5 people deep.

FRANK (VO) (CONT’D)

You walk in the front doors and

straight ahead of you are 6 teller

booths.

To the left of the door are desks along the front windows,

one after another.

In the middle of the lobby between the desk and lines of

people are two taller tables with empty deposit and

withdrawal slips.

After all the tellers, there is the bank manager’s office.

FRANK (VO) (CONT’D)

Turn left and you’ll see three

desks for personal banker

meetings. Up ahead, on the back

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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FRANK (VO) (CONT’D) (cont’d)
wall after the teller booths is the

bank manager’s office.

Beyond the bank manager’s office is a hallway. In the

hallway there are three doors: One that leads to the back

alley, one that leads to safety deposit boxes and one that

leads to a walk-in safe.

FRANK (VO) (CONT’D)

In the back corner of the lobby

there is a hallway guarded by a

security guard at all times. The

doors in the hallway lead to a

walk-in safe on the left, alley on

the left and safety deposit boxes

on the right.

FADE BACK TO:

INT. AL’S BASEMENT - NIGHT

Frank sets the iPad on the coffee table. He stands back up

and SURVEYS the four men sitting around him and Bobby.

KING

When are we doing the job?

FRANK

One week. On Thursday, 8:30 am.

KING

Why that day?

BOBBY

An armored car stops by every week

on Friday to take some of the money

from the safe to their security

headquarters. That day, the bank

will have the most money.

King NODS his head in approval. Baker stands up and walks

to where Frank and Bobby stand.

BAKER

Okay. We have two people on crowd

control. The other four will

attack the safe.

MIGUEL

What about the boxes? There has to

be some seriously valuable stuff

there.

(CONTINUED)
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Frank and Bobby sit on the ground, backs against the wall.

BAKER

The less we take, the less time we

spend in there. In and out

quickly, before the police arrive.

MARTIN

And most importantly, no

killing. Ballistics can match

bullets, to guns, to you.

KING

How can you control a crowd without

bullets?

Baker and Martin look at each other. Baker ENCOURAGES

Martin to speak.

MARTIN

Blanks. Fire them in the air. The

sound of a gunshot is a powerful

thing.

MIGUEL

And the guards?

MARTIN

Bean bag rounds. They’ll hurt, but

won’t kill.

MIGUEL

You’re crazy.

BAKER

You don’t need to be crazy to rob a

bank, Miguel. You just need to be

smart.

MIGUEL

So, how do we get out before the

cops arrive?

Bobby LEANS FORWARD to look at Miguel.

BOBBY

Are you seriously questioning

Houdini, the master of bank

robbers?

Baker ROLLS his eyes.

(CONTINUED)
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MIGUEL

I’m not doubting him, I just want

some confirmation. Is that a

problem?

BOBBY

Not at all. It just seemed like an

odd...

BAKER

(interrupting)

Guys, please. There’s most likely

an alarm button that’ll dial out to

the cops, that gives us about 5

minutes. We’ll just have to move

fast inside the safe.

MARTIN

Speaking of, we need explosives to

blow the safe door off.

KING

Done, we have that.

King stands up.

BAKER

Can we please see them? Like I

said

(emphasizing each word)

we do not aim to kill.

KING

They’re small, you can trust me.

FRANK

No, we can’t.

Frank STANDS and SIZES up with King

KING

Excuse me?

FRANK

Someone is talking to the cops, we

can’t really trust anyone.

King pulls out a pistol and POINTS it right in Frank’s

face. Everyone stands, and YELLS in commotion. Frank

CRINGES and STANDS STILL

(CONTINUED)
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KING

I don’t need to put up with this

shit.

King and Miguel begin to walk out. Baker CUTS OFF their

path.

BAKER

Keep this meeting between you two.

KING

Get rid of the cop outside, and

I’ll stay in. Stop by the office

to tell me about the next meeting,

and I’ll show you the explosives.

King and Miguel walk around Baker, up the stairs. A dog

BARKS.

AL (VO)

Buster! Hush!

BAKER

(to Frank)

What the hell are you thinking?

Baker walks up to Frank and SHOVES him onto the couch.

BAKER (CONT’D)

You no longer have any opinion in

this job. I’m this close to

throwing you out.

Frank SITS UP.

FRANK

Sorry, I lost my head. But he

doesn’t need to be waltzing around

here like he’s in charge.

MARTIN

You invited four alpha males into a

job, did you expect them to sit by

and not take control?

BAKER

(frustrated, yelling)

You both are done planning. You

gave us the info we needed. We’ll

all end up in jail if you two are

in charge.

Bobby and Frank look at each other, somewhat FRIGHTENED.

(CONTINUED)
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BAKER (CONT’D)

We’re done for tonight. Leave,

now.

CUT TO:

INT. AL’S KITCHEN - NIGHT

Baker and Martin EMERGE from the staircase, turn the lights

off and shut the door behind them. MARISSA, Al’s wife, is

doing the dishes.

BAKER

I’m sorry for all the yelling,

Riss.

Marissa SHUTS the water off and turns to face the two

men. She DRIES her hands off.

Buster RUNS up and sniffs the two men. Martin KNEELS DOWN

to pet him.

MARISSA

It’s okay. Emotions are always

high when planning the job.

BAKER

Yeah, I hope it all settles down.

AL (O.S.)

Heard something about a cop?

AL comes from the next room from behind Baker and

Martin. He walks up between the two and puts his arms

around Doug and Martin.

MARTIN

Yeah, some detective was waiting

outside the warehouse.

BAKER

We’re pretty sure someone’s

speaking to the cops.

MARISSA

And you’re still going along with

this?

BAKER

I won’t get caught. I’m gonna take

off with my share for my mom’s

treatments then disappear for good.

(CONTINUED)
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Martin is CAUGHT of guard with this news. Marissa walks

over and HUGS Doug.

AL

She getting worse?

BAKER

There’s this new

treatment. Dioxi-something

shots. The studies have positive

results.

MARISSA

That’s great news.

Al WALKS over and LOOKS out the door, cautiously checking

for anything unusual.

BAKER

I’m sorry to drag you both into

this.

AL

Don’t worry about it. We’re happy

to help you out in any way.

CUT TO:

EXT. 3RD STREET - NIGHT

Third street is abandoned. A lone street light ILLUMINATES

the narrow, alley-like street. Martin and Doug walk from

Al’s together. There is noticeable tension between the two

men.

BAKER

Martin, I have a question.

MARTIN

(short)

What’s up?

BAKER

What do you think you’d be doing

instead of robbing banks if we

hadn’t started this thing 10 years

ago.

MARTIN

I’d be a botanist. I’d probably own

a flower shop somewhere in the city

with a huge greenhouse in the back.

(CONTINUED)
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BAKER

Interesting. What’s your favorite

flower.

MARTIN

I like tulips. Why do you ask?

BAKER

(sympathetic)

I’m just curious, I feel bad. Feel

selfish, like I took you away from

your dreams to accomplish mine.

Martin STOPS and GRABS Baker’s arm to stop him.

MARTIN

We’re like family, Doug. When both

our worlds crashed in college, we

supported one another. When I

dropped out and was strapped for

cash, you gave me a couch to sleep

on whenever I needed it. No

questions asked. It’s my turn.

BAKER

Thank you. I appreciate it,

Martin.

MARTIN

Anytime, Doug. Plus, when we

finish this job, I’m gonna use my

share to open that shop.

BAKER

Good.

Baker and Martin SHAKE HANDS and WALK to their vehicles.

CUT TO:

INT. SUV - NIGHT

Detective Ryan sits, restlessly, looking at the warehouse

door. He SLAPS himself in the face to keep him focused. He

HEARS a noise from his walkie talkie

UNKNOWN MAN (VO)

We’re done. Met in a different

location. They saw you.

(CONTINUED)
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RYAN

They saw me?

Ryan looks up and THINKS back.

INT. SUV - FLASHBACK

Martin Reynolds STANDS there, dressed as a patrol officer.

MARTIN

Excuse me sir, may I ask what you

are doing here?

Ryan PULLS OUT his badge and shows Martin.

RYAN

I’m Detective Charles Ryan.

INT. SUV - PRESENT

Detective Ryan PUNCHES the steering wheel in an angry rage.

RYAN

(shouting)

Son of a bitch!

Ryan PICKS up the walkie talkie.

RYAN

Okay, we’re done with this sneaking

around. Give me the names and

details from the meeting ASAP. I’m

getting arrest warrants.

UNKNOWN MAN (VO)

10-4. Over and out.

INT. DOUG’S APARTMENT - NIGHT

Doug walks through his front door and pulls out his cell

phone. He walks over to his couch and LIES DOWN.

BAKER

I’m sorry it’s late, but I could

use your help.

(pauses)

There’s this nosy detective. Can

you keep him busy?

(pauses)

Thanks, I owe you.

(CONTINUED)
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Doug HANGS UP the phone and SETS it on his coffee table. He

PICKS UP a picture of his mother, and stares at it. Baker

thinks back...

CUT TO:

INT. FUNERAL HOME - FLASHBACK

TEENAGED Doug wears a black suit with a black tie and stands

in front of a coffin. His younger, shorter brother, JAMES

BAKER, stands next to him dressed in a similar suit.

They both STARE DOWN in despair at their father who LIES in

the coffin. A rosary is TIED around his hands.

Diane WALKS UP between the two and puts her arms around them

both. They EMBRACE in a group hug and CRY.

CUT AHEAD TO:

INT. BAKER APARTMENT - FLASHBACK

Doug Baker, early 20s now, walks in the door of the family’s

apartment, a backpack draped over his shoulders. He carries

a duffel bag.

BAKER

Surprise! I’m home for the...

Doug is taken by SURPRISE at the dreary sight inside the

apartment. Diane Baker is PASSED OUT on the couch. An

empty bottle of Vodka lies on the floor next to the couch.

Doug shuts off the lamp and shakes his head, DISAPPOINTED.

INT. JAMES AND DOUG’S BEDROOM - FLASHBACK

Doug walks into the bed room and tosses his duffel bag on

his bed. James lies on his bed and READS

JAMES

(looking up from a book)

Welcome home.

BAKER

(taking his backpack off)

What’s the deal with mom?

James closes his book and sits upright on his bed.

(CONTINUED)
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JAMES

Fired today.

BAKER

(angry)

Dammit. Are you kidding me?

JAMES

Afraid not. It’s the third job

she’s blown since...

James pauses, UNABLE to finish his sentence.

BAKER

I know. So what are you going to

do about it?

JAMES

What does that mean?

BAKER

Well Mom clearly can’t hold a

steady job. We’re going to be

evicted if no one brings in money.

James stands up, face to face with Doug.

JAMES

What is all this "we" crap? Doug,

this is your first visit home in

three months. What do you do to

help us out?

BAKER

I’m at college, trying to give

myself a good life.

James shoves Doug into the bedroom door.

JAMES

And you don’t think that’s what I’m

doing you selfish son of a bitch?

Doug tackles James onto the bed. James swings and PUNCHES

Doug.

JAMES (CONT’D)

I graduate in 6 months, Doug. I

can’t finish high school and work

enough to support me and mom.

(CONTINUED)
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BAKER

So that’s it, you’re just going to

accept that fact that you’ll be

homeless, and leave mom to rot?

Doug stumbles back and flops on the floor of the bedroom.

JAMES

Mom can get another job.

BAKER

Mom is a drunk. There’s no way she

can hold a steady job.

JAMES

So what are you going to do about

it then, if you’re so concerned

about our well-being?

BAKER

I don’t know.

Doug stands up and begins to walk out of the room.

BAKER (CONT’D)

But I’m not going to wait around

here and watch this family go to

hell.

Doug walks out of the bedroom and SLAMS the door behind him.

FADE BACK TO:

INT. DOUG’S APARTMENT - NIGHT - PRESENT DAY

Doug sets the picture of his mother back on the coffee

table. He turns his lamp off and lies in bed to sleep.

FADE TO BLACK:

INT. RYAN’S OFFICE - MORNING.

Detective Ryan walks in into his office with arms full of

different folders and files. He STRUGGLES to carry it all

plus his coffee.

As he sets the folders on his desk, his coffee SPILLS.

RYAN

Shit.

Gerald KNOCKS on the door.

(CONTINUED)
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GERALD

How’s it going this morning?

RYAN

(not looking up)

I’ve had better days, Watson. What

can I do for you?

Ryan proceeds to CLEAN the spilled coffee as Gerald speaks.

GERALD

Do you have new assignments for me?

RYAN

Um, uh...

Detective Ryan struggles to find a file on his desk while

cleaning the coffee?

GERALD

Do you need help with the Baker

case?

RYAN

(annoyed)

I got that under control, Gerald.

GERALD

Are you sure? He works with a

team, Ryan. Have you even tried to

find any of them? What about his

brother, Ja...

RYAN

(cutting him off)

James Baker. I didn’t really look

into him much. Works full time. I

didn’t think he had time to plan

such intricate robberies.

GERALD

(losing his patience)

So based on your own biased

assumptions you shot down a

possible suspect?

Ryan now looks at Gerald, clearly upset by the words.

RYAN

(defensive)

Are you questioning my decision

making?

(CONTINUED)
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GERALD

No sir, I’m just trying to figure

out why you never interviewed

him. You told me a 9 year old boy

at one of the robberies thought he

saw Doug. If James is behind this,

that could explain it. They do

look similar.

Gerald HANDS Ryan a picture of each of the men. Ryan

COMPARES them carefully.

RYAN

(reluctant)

Track him down, interview him.

GERALD

Yes sir.

Gerald walks out of Ryan’s office. Detective Ryan’s cell

phone rings.

RYAN

Hello?

(pauses)

Hold on.

Ryan grabs a pen and leans over his desk.

RYAN (CONT’D)

Okay go.

Ryan WRITES down information hastily.

RYAN (CONT’D)

Thanks. I’ll go right now.

Detective Ryan hangs up his cell phone and walks out of his

office.

CUT TO:

INT. JUDGE’S OFFICE - DAY

Detective Ryan sits across from JUDGE SCHULTZ. Her office

is full of law textbooks on bookshelves. Schultz reads over

a piece of paper.

SCHULTZ

No.

(CONTINUED)
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RYAN

(surprised)

What? There’s enough information

there.

SCULTZ

You want me to grant arrest

warrants for robbery on the basis

of planning. You have no proof

here that any of these men

committed a crime.

RYAN

Your honor, Doug Baker is my number

one suspect in a string of bank

robberies.

SCHULTZ

And you have not given me any

reason as to why I should sign this

warrant. I’m sorry detective. I

need more.

RYAN

But...

SCHULTZ

But nothing. Get me more evidence

and I’ll be happy to sign a

warrant. Until then, there’s

nothing I can do.

Detective Ryan SNATCHES the paper away from the judge and

STORMS out of the office. Judge Schultz SHAKES her head,

and goes back to work.

EXT. PARK - DAY

Baker and Martin sit at a table in the park and play chess.

It is a cloudy day. Other people play chess around them in

this busy section.

MARTIN

Did you call your contact last

night?

BAKER

Yeah, should be squared away until

Thursday. Check.

(CONTINUED)
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MARTIN

When were you going to tell me your

master plan of disappearing for

good?

BAKER

I wasn’t. I didn’t want you to be

worked up over it. I need you

focused.

Martin tries to ask another question.

BAKER (CONT’D)

And before you ask, I’m not giving

you any details about it.

MARTIN

Why not?

BAKER

Not that I expect you to, but

information may slip out, and it

could ruin the whole operation.

Check.

MARTIN

Whatever, I’m not going to argue.

Baker thinks about his next move.

BAKER

Martin, I’m...

MARTIN

(annoyed)

Yeah Doug, I know. You’re

sorry. I just thought that maybe

you’d include me more in your side

projects after everything we’ve

been through. Check.

BAKER

I know you do. One more job, then

you’re the boss.

Martin laughs to himself at this statement.

MARTIN

So help me out. How should I

ensure my getaway?


